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MANIFOLDS WITH INVOLUTION WHOSE
FIXED SET HAS CODIMENSION FOUR
FRANK L. CAPOBIANCO

Abstract.
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for an n-mamfold
to be cobordant to a manifold admitting an involution whose fixed set is
(n —4)-dimensional.

1. Introduction. Let M" be a closed n-manifold with smooth involution A.
The fixed point set of A is a disjoint union of closed submanifolds whose
dimensions may vary from component to component. In this paper we study
those manifolds with involution with the property that all the components of
the fixed set have the same dimension. In particular, for a fixed nonnegative
integer k we ask: When is a closed n-manifold V", n > k, cobordant to a
manifold M" admitting an involution A whose fixed point set is (n — k)dimensional? Let Jk be the set of cobordism classes in Sftnwhich have such a
representative. It is easy to see that Jk is a subgroup of 9ln and that

A, = 2^L* Jn is an ideal in 9^+.
Since (l,Mn) fixes M", J° = 9^. It follows from Conner and Floyd [1, 2.1]
that Jx = (0). It also follows from Conner and Floyd [2, 27.2] that if (A, A/")
fixes Fn~k and k is odd, then the mod 2 Euler characteristic wn(M") is zero.
Thus for k odd, A« is contained in the ideal of classes in $R+with zero Euler
characteristic.
R. E. Stong introduced this question [3] and proved a necessary condition
that a cobordism class a belong to Jk, k > 2, is that w"(a) = 0. For k = 2,
he proved that this condition is also sufficient.
The main result of this paper is the
Proposition.
J4 is the set of classes a in 9ln with w"(a) = wx~4w\(a)
= w^5s5(a) = 0.
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2. The characteristic numbers of a class in A4. In this section we show that
the set of classes a in 9cn with w"(a) = w"~*w\(a) = w"~5s5(a) = 0 contains
y4
Jn ■

Suppose a belongs to Jn and is represented by the manifold with involution
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(T, M"). Let / -» F"-4 denote the normal bundle to the fixed point set of T.
Let p: RP(v ffi R) -* F"~4 denote the projective space bundle associated to
the Whitney sum of v and a trivial line bundle. It follows from [2, 24.2] that a
is the class of RP(t> ffi R), and so it suffices to show

w?-4w2(RP(i> ffi R)) = w?-5s5(RP(i> ffi R)) = 0.
Consider also the projective space bundle q: RP(i>) —>F"~4 associated to v.

If X -» RP(v) is the canonical line bundle, then by [2, 28.1], X -> RF(»<)bords
as an element of 9c„_,(BO (1)) and so all the characteristic
X -* RP(v) are zero. The characteristic numbers of

numbers

of

X -> RP(i>) and RP(i> ffiR)
are related by the following general facts [2]:
If £* -» Fm is an arbitrary smooth A>plane bundle and tr: RP(£k) -» Km is
the associated projective space bundle, let c denote the characteristic class of

the canonical line bundle X -> RP(£k). Then 77*(RP(£); Z2) is the free
77*(F'";Z2)-module
via tt* on the classes 1, 2, ..., ck~x subject to the
relation 2/=o c ~^w*(vj) = 0, where ia is they'th Whitney class of £. The total

Stiefel-Whitney class of RF(£) is given by
w(RP(i))
We abbreviate

= 77*(w(Km))(|o(l

w>(Fm) to h>-and note explicitly

+ C)*_Vty)).
that

w,(RF(|))

= vr*(w, + vx) + kc,

w2(RP(i))

= "-*(h>2+ vxwx+ v2) + kir*(wx)c + (k-

lV*("i)c + (2)c2'

st(RP(t)) = **(st(Vm))+ kc' + i Qvr*(.,.(Oy-'.
Finally we remark that the fundamental cycle [R7>(£)i is related to the
fundamental cycle [Vm] by the rule 77*(/-1 n [RP(£)1) = \Vm\
Let us apply these facts to our original projective space bundles RP(v ) and
RF(/ ffi R). Let c denote the characteristic class of X -* RF(ic) and e the
characteristic class of X -» R?(f ffi R). If x G 777(F""4; Z2) for 0 < y < «
- 4, then the numbers {p*(x)e"-j,[RP(v
ffi R)]> and {q* (x)c"-j~x ,{RP(v)\)
are equal. Thus if q*(x)cn~J~x represents a characteristic class of X -* RP(v),
(p*(x)e"-J,[RP(v®R)]y

= 0.

It suffices then to show wx~*w\(A\P(v ffi R)) and w"~5s5(RP(j> ffi R)) correspond to characteristic numbers of X —>RP(v).
In what follows we suppress p* and #* :

Lemma 2.1. w""4w2(a) = 0.
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w2(RA(i' © R)) = w2

+ vxwx + v2 + W]e,
w"~*w\(RP(v

© R)) = (w, + vx + e)"~4(w2 + vxwx + v2 + w, ef
= (w, + vx + e)n~A(w\ + v2w2 + v2 + w2e2)

= "2 (" T 4)(w,

+ ^ye"-'-4^2

= |[

+ ",)'("g

("

~ 4)0v,

+ v2w2 + v2 + w\e2)

+ f,2w2 + v\ + w2e2)e"-'-4,

where the last equality holds because A is (n — 4)-dimensional.
On the other hand, w^RA^)) = wx + vx and w2(RA(f)) = w2 + vxwx + f2

+ fi c. So for each /', 0 < i < n —6,

(w1(RAW))'(w1(RAW)C + w2(RAW))2c"-'-5
= (wx + vxi(w\ + vx2w2+ v\ + w2c2)c"~'-5.
Therefore w"~ w2(RA(j' © R)) corresponds
X -* RP(v) and hence gives a zero number.

to a characteristic

class of

Lemma 2.2. w" s5(a) = 0.
Proof.

Since s5(RP(v © R)) = s5(A"~4) + s5(v) + s4(v)e + sx(v)e4 + e5,

w^~sss(RP(p © R)) = (w, + vx + e)"_555(RA(l' © R))

= "2 (" 7 5)(w, + ^y^-'-^^RA^ ©r))
-%(n'i
= ?

5)(Wx+ "l)''(^(^"4) + *5W + *4("> + 'iCV + ^K"'"5
(" 7 5)(w, + ^y(55(A"-5) + ,50) + *4(,)e + sx(v)e*+ e5>"-'-5

+(w1+ ,1r5,.we4

+ (>v1+ ,1r5e5,

where the last equality holds because A is (/? - 4)-dimensional.
/

-.n-5

(w, + i/,)

5

/

\fl-5

e = (w, + f,)

i/,e

4

/

\n-5

= (w, + vx)

so
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wr5ss(RP{v ffiR)) = 2* (" 7 5)(w, + vj
■(s5(Fn-4) + s5(p) + s4{v)e + sx(v)e4 + eV~'~5On the other hand, s5(RP(v))

= s5(F""4)

+ s5(v) + s4{v)c + sx(v)c4. So for

each i, 0 < j < n — 6,

(w1(RFW)y(,5(RF(,))

+ c5)c"-'-6

= (w, + vx)'(s5(F"~4) + s5(v) + s4{v)c + sx(„)c4 + c5)c"-'-6.

Therefore wx~5s5{RP{v ffi R)) corresponds
A -» RF(c) and, hence, gives a zero number.

to a characteristic

class of

3. A generating set for .L. . In this section we show that j£ contains certain
classes which comprise a generating set for the set of classes a in 9cn with
wnx{a) = w^wlia)
= w^5s5(a) = 0.
Let V~ be a closed manifold and let £ and tj be two smooth 4-plane
bundles over Vn~ . The total space RF(| ffi tj) of the associated projective
space bundle of the Whitney sum £ ffi 17-> K"~7 is an «-dimensional manifold,
with involution induced by multiplication by —1 in the fibers of £ and by 1 in

the fibers of tj. The fixed point set of this involution is RF(£) U RP(f\), which
has codimension 4. Therefore to show that a cobordism class a belongs to Jn
it suffices to show a may be represented as the total space of such a bundle.
Toward this purpose recall the Stong manifolds from [3]. Let («,,...,
«g) be
a sequence of nonnegative integers such that nx + ■■■+ n8 = n — 7. Let
p: RP{nx,...
,rtg) —►
RF(rt,) X ■• ■X RF(rt8) be the projective space bundle
associated to A, ffi • • • ffi Ag —>RF(«,) X • • • x RP{ns), where A, is the pullback of the canonical line bundle over the /'th factor. Letting £ be A, ffi • • •

ffi A4 and n be A5 ffi • • • ffi A8, we see that the class of RP{nx,...,rt8) belongs
to J4. A useful property of these manifolds is that the class of RP{nx,..., «g)
is indecomposable in 9c+ if and only if (""') + •■• + C^1) is odd.
Lemma 3.1. If n > 9, « not of the form 2r or 2r — 1, then Jn contains an
indecomposable class.

Proof. By the discussion preceding this lemma, it suffices to exhibit for
each « > 9, « not of the form 2r or 2r — 1, a partition («,,... ,«g) of n — 1

such that RP{nx,...

,«g) is indecomposable. If il/l]) = 0 mod2, then

RF(«-

7,0, ...,0)
7

is as required. Suppose {"Zj) = 1 mod2. Since {"nZj) = Cg'). tne dyadic
expansion of n - 1, say 2h + • • • + 2r' for rx >••■>/;>
0, contains 2 and
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2 as terms. Since n > 9 and n is not of the form 2r or 2r — 1, there exists an

integer i, 1 < i < t — 2, such that jj > /j+1 + 1. Then

RA(2r' + • • • + 2n - 2,2r'+l + • • • + 2n - 6,2,0,... ,0)
5

gives the required class.
Lemma 3.2. If n = 2r+ , r > 2, there exists a class a in Jn such that

wf(a) = 1.
Proof.

Suppose /• > 3. By the discussion preceding 3.1,

RP(n - 8,1,0, ...,0)
6

represents an element of J4. From §2 we see that
w2(RP(n - S.l.fl^^O))

= p*(w2(Xx))+p*(wx(Xx)

+ wx(X2))c.

6

Hence,
w22(RP(n - 8, l,p^_0))

= p*(w2'(Xx))c2' = p*(w^8(Xx )wx(X2))c7 = 1

6

when evaluated on [RA(w - 8,1,0,...

,0)] (6 zeros). For r = 2, conjugation

on CA(4) fixes RA(4) and w^(CA(4)) = 1.
Following [4], 31+ is a Z2-polynomial algebra on a set of generators, one in
each positive dimension not of the form 2r - 1; furthermore, a G 31n is
indecomposable in 31+ and hence an acceptable choice of generator if and
only if sn(a) = 1. For instance, we may choose generators x„ as follows. If
n > 9, n ¥= 2r, let xn be as in 3.1; let x2, be the class of RA(2r); let x5 be the

class of RA(2,0,0,0); and let x6 be the class of RA(6) U RA(2) X RA(4).
Let 1+ be the ideal of classes a in 31+ with w\m(a) = 0. Stong's result is that
1+ D A, , k > 2, and A, = A, . Thus provided m ¥= 2r, the generators xm we
have chosen all belong to lm. Furthermore, since wx (a) = s2,(a), l2r cannot
contain an indecomposable, although x2, does belong to /2,+,. Therefore, Im
contains all products of generators for 91^ except those of the form x2, • • • x2,,
rx> ••• > rt> 1, where m = 2r> + ■■■ + 2r'.

From §2, the set of classes a in 31n with w"(a) = w"~Aw\(a) = w"~5s5(a)

= 0 contains Jn4. Note that J4 D J2 ■J2 = /„, • 4 . If m = 2n + • • • + 2n, rx
> • • • > rt > 1, and r > 1, the numbers nf+2'+'_4h'| and w1m+2'+1-5^5both
vanish on x\,x2,y ■• • x2,. Hence, the numbers w"~4w2 and w"~5s5 vanish on
all products of generators for 91+ contained in 4 except those of the form
x2x2,, • • • x2,, x5x2n • • • x2,, and x6x2r, • • ■x2,. By 3.2, J2,+l contains a class o
such that s2,2,(a) = w2(a) = 1. Thus a = x\r modulo the ideal generated by

lower dimensional classes of J4. Therefore J4 contains all products of
generators for 31+ contained in I+, except those of the form x2x2r, • • • x2„,
x5x2^ • • • x2,, and x6x2r, • • • x2,, and we have proven the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proposition.
,7n4is the set of classes a in 9cn with w"(a) = wx~4w\(a)
= w[-Ss5(a) = 0.
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